
Holiday Card Cohan style

1. Winter Holiday

2. Adjective

3. Snowy Place

4. Adjective

5. Beverage

6. Noun

7. Noun
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Holiday Card Cohan style

Happy winter holiday from the Cohan Family!

This year has been positive Adjective .

We had the great pleasure to travel to snowy place place to go skiing. The snow was Adjective .

The hot tub was a great place to sip beverage and chat with the local Noun .

We also spent time Noun and two-wheel sport. Whether in the mountains or on the roads, the

experience was always filled with . singular noun and plural noun .

Steve is still wishy-washy adjective working. Mostly he spends his time recreational activity, recreational

activity, recreational activity and recreational activity.

Jill is also working. She non-committal adjective teaching middle school students. She enjoys outdoor activity

and anything but working .

Hayden is finally a Senior! He has almost selected a college. Institution of higher learning and institution of

higher learning are his absolute favorites. He is adjective describing a sloth completing scholarship applications.

Sport in water , sport on snow , and running keep him active. Calculus keeps him in synonym for anguish. His

passion for anywhere outside has led him to Environmental Science or college avoidance activity .

Marin is finally a Freshman! She is meeting lots of new friends though school activity, school activity and

school activity. Sport with a ball, sport without a ball and running keep her active. Like her mother, kicking

Noun, preferably involving round objects is her outlet to reduce stress.

The house in Puerto Rico is in any number >1 pieces after Hurricanes Irma and Maria. A little body part grease

and



it will be back to positive adjective. In the meantime Culebra is still a adjective place to best day ever spent

doing.

Have a very adjective holiday season.
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